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On the Noncentral ^2 distribution K(n, /l) and its Moments

Tomiaki INO
Mathematics Laboratory, Sapporo College, Hokkaido University of Education,
Sapporo 064

: ^^X2/M K(n, A)b^^W^^^^
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Abstract
Usually we get a probability density function of the noncentral distribution K(n, /1),
where n is the degrees of freedom /\ is the noncentral parameter, by the . invert! on of its
characteristic function.

It is too complicated to discover its moments directly.
In this paper, we give first a method of constructing the probability density function
of K(n, /i), considering that the degrees of freedom n is essentially one.
Next, by the aid of Laguarre's polynominals, we describe a systematic procedure to arrive
at its moments.
Finally as a result of our procedure, we give some account of its cumulants.

§ 1. Abbrevations and Notations
In this paper, the following abbrevations and notatiohs are used.
(1) Probability density function : p.d.f.
(2) Degrees of freedom : d.f.
(3) A random variable X has a normal distribution with mean m and variance <72: X~ N
(m, <72), and its p.d.f. : N(x|m, a2)

(4) A random variable X has a X distribution with degrees of freedom n : X~ X, and its p.d.f.:

k(x|n)
(5) A random variable X has a noncentral %' distribution with degrees of freedom n and
a noncentral parameter A :X~K(n, A) , and its p.d.f. : K(x|n, A)

(6) p-dimentional random vector X has a p-dimentional normal distribution with mean

(D
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vector m_ and a variance covariance matrix 2: X~Np(m,2), and its p.d.f.: N(x|m,2)
(7) Transpose of A : A'
(8) Jacobian of transformation from V to W:J(V->W)
(9) Two random variables X and Y are independent: XJ_Y

§ 2. K(l, m)
When X~N(m, I2), viz.

N(x|m, 12)=(27r)4exp[-^-(x-m)2] (2.1)
if we put Y=X2, then from (2. 1) its p.d.f. f(y) is given as follows.

f(y)=N(x|m,12)|-^|
=(2;r)4[exp[-Jr(-^-m)2]+exp[-JT(v/T-m)2]]^

y

=(2;r)-i" j^— exp(-J^- )exp(—j-)[exp(v/y-m)+exp(-v/y-m)]

=^)4^-(-^)exp(-f)^(|^
=(2^)4. exp(-JJ11) ,2-d^-y^t1-1 exp(-f) . (2.2)

For the r-function, the following relations are held.

F(k+^-)=v/F^L (k=0,l,2,3,) (2.3)
and the p.d.f. of %2 distribution with freedom degrees of n k(x|n) is modified to the following
from.

x^-lexp(-|-)-2iT(4j-)k(x|n) (2.4) .
By(2.2),(2.3) and (2.4), we have

f(y)=(2^)4exp(-^)^ -^V'i2^- r(^t]-)k(y|2k+l)
=exp(-^) 2 TL (J^)kk(y|2k+l) (2.5)
k=o K!

(2. 5) means

Y~K(1,

m)
(2)

(2.6)
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§ 3. K(n, A)
when X~Nn( w,I(n)), viz.

(3.1)

Nn(^|nL I(n))=(2^-)-2exp[—^-(x—m)/(x—in)]
where m and I(n) are as follows.

I(n)=^l 0 0-0\

m = (m\= ml

m

0 1 0---0

\m) \i o o---iy
Now, we transform the n-dimentional random vector X to the n-dimentional random vector

^ by the orthogonal matrix L, such that

X=LY_

(3.2)

where

2L=^Xi\

X=(Y.\

X2

\Xn/

(3.3)

Yz

A

\Yn)
1

From (3. 2) and (3. 3) we have the following elations.
Y=L'^

(3.4)

Yi=-l-(Xi+X2+---+Xn)=/n~Z

(3.5)

(X-m)' (X-m) = (LY.-m)' (LY.-m) = (Y: L' -m' )(LY.-m)

(3.6)

=(Yi-/iTm)2+Y!+Yl+---+Y2.)

mod [JQ^Y)]=1

(3.7)

By (3.1)~(3.7), we get the p.d.f. f(y) of Y as follows.
f(y)=(2^)-iexp[-4-(yi-/n-m)2(2^)-^l-exp[-+(yj+yj+-+y^)] (3.8)
as L is an orthogonal matrix, we have

(3.9)

X>X=Y'Y=Yi2+Y22+---+Y2n

From (2. 6) and (3.8), we find the following properties.

(3.10)

Yi-l-Yj+Y23+---+Y2»

(3)
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Yi~K(l,/iTm)

(3.11)

Yl+Yj+-+Y2«~^2-i

(3.12)

(3. 10), (3. 11), (3. 12) and the reproductive property for the degree of freedoms show that the
p.d.f. f(x) of X=X^ has the following form.

f(x)=exp[-+(/rTm)2].2^ (-n^l-)kk(x|n+2k) (3.13)
k=0 K.I,

(3. 13) is the p.d.f. of K(n, /iTm).
Generally the p.d.f. of K(n, /i) is given as follows.

K(xM)=exp(-^-) 2 -TL (4-)kk(x|n+2k) (^ > 0 )
k=o K!

where A is called the noncentral parameter ; in (3. 13) tnis noncentral parameter v/n-m
means the length of a vector m,

§ 4. The Moments of K(n, A)
When X~K(n, /l), the following properties are well known.
1. The moment generating function g(t) of X is given as follows.

g(t)=(l-2t)-l exp(-^) (4.1)
2. Its cumulants of order r are given as follows.
/cr=2r-l(r-l)!(n+/ar) (r=l, 2,3, •••) (4.2)
We try to get a concrete description of its r-th moment ar by Laguerre's polynominals.

Laguerre's polynominals Ln(x) are given by the following equalities.

Ln(x)=exp(x)^r [x"exp(-x)] (4. 3)
(4. 3) gives the following expression.
Ln(x)=(-l)n[xn-^- xn-l+n2(^,-l)2 x"-2--+(-l)nn!] (4.4)
Hence, we have

Lo(x)=l
Li(x)=-x+l

Lz(x)=x2-4x+2

(4.5)

L3(x)=-x3+9x2-18x +6
L4(x)=x4-16x3+72x2-96x+24

On the other hand, by the generating function of Ln(x), the following relation is held.
J-^ exp(^t/L)= 2 Lr(^)A-T (4.6)

1-t ^v1-t/ r^ ^l"" r!
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in (4. 6) if we put t=2t and A=—^-, then we have

^exp[-^(-f)]= 2, M-f)2^ (4.7)
The first member of (4. 7) expresses the moment generating function of K(2, A), and the
r-th moments of K(2, /l) (we write them /?r) are obtained as follows.
/?r=2rLr(-l-) (r=0,l,2,3,-) (4.8)
therefore
/3r=2r(-l)r[(~|-)r-^- (-|-)r-l+r (r^l) (-^-)r-2--+(-l)rr!] (4.9)
the details are given as follows.
/?0=1
/3i=A+2
^2=^2+8/^+8

(4.10)

/?s =^+18^+72^+48
/ff4=^4+32^3+288^2+768/a+384
Now, we transform the moment generating function g(t) of K(n, /l) into the following
form.

g(t)=(l-2t)-fexp(-^-)

=(l-2t)-i+l(l-2t)-lexp[Y:2j^(--!-)]
=(l-2t)-"712
ft^o K!

^

tk

(4.11)

In this place, we introduce the following notations!
Po==l
pi=n—2

p2=(n—2)n

p3=(n-2)n(n+2)
pk=(n-2)n(n+2)---(n+2k-4)
So' that, we have

g(t)=(2^fX2^t-)
=(l+J^t+tl- t2+-+fp tj+...)(l+^ t+t- t2+...+^tk+...)
=l+(pi+/?i)^,- +(p2+^,-pi/3i+^)^, +•••
+(pr++rCipr-i^i+rC2pr-2/?2+---+/?r)J-^ -••• (4.12)
Hence, we have following result.

(5)
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Theorem : When X~K(n,/l), the r-th moments ar of X have the following expression.
ffr=2 rCjPr-jA (r=0, 1, 2, 3. ••• )
J=o

where
Po=l
pk=(n-2)n(n+2)---(n+2k-4) (k=l, 2, 3, •••)

/?j=2JLj(-l-) 0=0,1,2,3,-)

§ 5. Note on Cumulants
When X~K(n, A), for some of its moments of lower order, we have
ffi=n+/>

ff2=(n+^)2+2(n+2^)
ffs=(n+^)3+ 6 (n+^)(n+2^)+ 8 (n+3^)
ff4=(n+^)4+12(n+/a)(n+2/a)+44n2+176n^+144/l2+48(n+4^)
From (4. 2) and (5. 1), we can suppose that icr will appear in the terms of a-r and their order
with respect to n and A is one.

In order to verify this assumption, we make the following table.
coefficients of n

terms of ar

coefficients of A

(r-2)!

rCoPr^o

r! 2r-1 r!

(r-3)! or-i ,,

T^iyT2r-l r!

rCipr-1/?!

rCr-2p2/3r-2

-t2r-r-

rCr-lPl/?r-l

^- 2r- r!

-(r-l)r!2r-1

r r!2r-1

rCrPo/?r

total

Si

For Si and Sz, we have
)r-in__OL_lL__2i_ (r-2)!
si=r!2r-l|l-^--^--^- -•••—

2! 3! 4! r!

(6)
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=r!2r-l[l-(T2-+-2.3-+""+(r-l)r ]

=r!2r-l[l-[l-(l--^)]
=(r-l)!2r-1

(5.2)

S2=r!2r-l[-(r-l)+r]
=r!2r-1

(5.3)

From (5. 2) and (5. 3), we obtain
Sin+S2^=(r-l)!2r-ln+r!2r-1^
=(r-l)!2r-l(n+/ar)
=Kr

Thus, our assumption is verified.
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